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Abstract—The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT)
paradigm in increasing deployments promises a pervasive proliferation of smart things, capable of sensing, actuating, and
processing information. In typical designs, however, application of
each thing is restricted to a dedicated use case in a single network
of connected devices, resulting in a closed loop of information
flow. We argue that, given the envisioned diversity, capabilities,
and sheer number of smart things, this obstructs the possibility
of creating diverse and exciting applications that benefit of the
generated information in public, global usage scenarios.

environmental pollution sensors, may serve as input to publicly
available route planning based on current traffic conditions.
Leveraging the sensing capabilities of mobile devices, such as
smartphones, participatory sensing [8] will further increase the
number and proliferation of ubiquitous information sources.
The combination of such diverse information requires users,
services, and even networks to be able to query sources across
specific deployments and administrative domains, i.e., private,
public, and commercial.

In this paper, we thus aim to initiate the discussion of creating
a true Internet of Things, i.e., interconnected IoT networks,
based on provision and requests of generated information in a
public infrastructure. We highlight the challenges in designing
this infrastructure for feasible integration in the current Internet
and IoT designs, comprehensive provision and retrieval of information, and versatile derivation of higher information contexts
from single information sources. Assessing advantages and shortcomings of existing approaches, we propose a suitable approach
and discuss both a centralized and distributed implementation of
the proposed infrastructure.

Currently however, IoT designs revolve around a closed
loop network architecture, i.e., an isolated network of (wirelessly) communicating things (wireless sensor nodes, RFIDequipped devices, etc.) that is delimited by a dedicated, closed
gateway device. Emphasis is placed on connecting devices
and on establishing the use case-specific information flow
within each loop. Accordingly, information, i.e., sensed and/or
processed data, in these deployments flows from things to
the gateway and an enclosed database or web service that
is neither visible nor reachable from the public Internet1 .
While supporting the designated use case, e.g., to monitor the
temperature or transportation of items in a factory, this restricts
usage of the information to the operator of the network.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The vision of an Internet of Things (IoT) comprises a
diversity of use cases, deployment and application scenarios.
Popular examples are active building [1] and factory automation [2], health [3] and energy metering [4] but also control of
public infrastructure [5], street traffic [6], and environmental
changes [7]. Especially the general use case of smart cities
and smart building envisions heterogeneous use cases for
networked "things" that both sense and report data as well
as process data and act on the results.
In this vision, a number of smart things thus form a tailormade control loop that is deployed and operated towards a
specific, single purpose. As this vision is about to become a
reality, triggering the installation of numerous such networks
for widely heterogeneous purposes, we argue that the singlepurpose use of single networks unnecessarily restricts the
benefits of an existing Internet of Things. This is because
information gathered in a specific context may prove valuable in another context, either as secondary information to
supplement the primary information or in combination with
other information to defer higher-layer contexts. For example,
information gathered from monitoring street traffic and traffic
lights by a municipality may aid steering the barriers of
private and commercial parking lots to prevent accidents.
Similar, private noise measurements, in combination with

For a public, versatile, and wide-spread use, closed loopdesigns restrict the potential of an IoT. This is because already
single information, if publicly reachable, would be beneficial
for more consumers than just the operating (public) institution.
For example, things measuring the pressure on a bridge’s car
lanes allow the bridge operator to judge the stress imposed on
the bridge infrastructure but would also allow travelers to judge
the current traffic flow on the bridge when planning a route.
Combined with data from similar application-specific, closed
deployments such as noise, pressure, and pollution and (at
night) light sensors in light poles in the city streets, such data
would enable the creation of an up-to-date, public traffic report
of the city. Extending single information by the combination
of multiple specific sources, higher-context services can be
tailored to, e.g., report the status of a route in timely fashion.
Similar, such combinations offer the possibility of equivalent
information derived from different sources, exploiting the
multitude and diversity of sources for redundancy, accuracy,
and comparison.
In this notion, however, the intuitive solution of accessing
the digital representation of every thing directly, e.g., in the
1 While a notable exception, the Microsoft SenseWeb project [9] mainly
provides visualization of sensor data without providing an open infrastructure.

cloud, to then construct the requested information, is infeasible
due to three main reasons. First, single data points, as delivered
by, e.g., a pressure sensor, only provide very limited and
fluctuating information, thus requiring a local and repeated
selection of numerous things and iteration over the delivered
data points, e.g., all the pressure sensors in a given car lane.
Second, addressing things directly, e.g., via IPv6, only establishes connectivity but does not yield any information about
the context and type of the provided information. Similar to
current Internet structures, this requires an additional discovery
layer that allows representing services and information as well
as queries to formulate requests. Third, directly accessing each
thing to query information breaches the integrity to the original
network and entails the inherent risk of misuse.
In this paper, we thus raise the discussion on a infrastructure that supports the full potential of (re-)enabling IoTgenerated information for higher contexts while retaining control over the information at the original information provider.
To this end, we illustrate a typical urban scenario (Section II)
and discuss the requirements and existing approaches for
a public infrastructure that allows provision, retrieval, and
combination of IoT information sources (Section III). We build
on this discussion to propose the Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) [10] as a suitable candidate and sketch our design
and additional functionality (Section IV) and implementation
issues (Section V). Concluding our paper, we highlight future
work possibilities (Section VI).
II.

S CENARIO

In this paper, we depart from the problem space of creating
and operating single networks of connected things operated
by a specific, public or private, entity. Instead, we focus on
the scenario of (creating) a true Internet or Things, i.e., an
arbitrary large set of interconnected networks of smart things
being operated by arbitrary entities. In this, we follow the
prevalent vision of billions of smart things being produced
and deployed in the next 5 – 10 years [11], [12]. Specifically,
we emphasize the question of how to fully exploit the benefits
possible in an existing Internet of Things.
To this end, we assume a (large) number of existing
networks of things being operated in a distributed fashion. We
further assume these networks to follow the current closedloop network paradigm of a separated network of things (NoT),
communicating, e.g., over 6LowPAN [13], [14], that is attached
to one or more gateway devices. Gateway devices provide
connectivity to the Internet, thereby establishing the principal
possibility of communication between NoTs, and serve as a
proxy between possibly differing protocol and routing suites
in the NoT and the Internet. note that, albeit connected to
the Internet via a gateway, we still regard this setting as a
closed loop, since uninvolved users are not able to query the
information created in the network due to missing credentials,
communication parameters, or even knowledge of its existence.
Figure 1 shows a number of networks (NoTs) in an example
scenario. We will use this (artificial) scenario as an illustrating
setting throughout the paper. Please note that we only use
a limited local example scenario to facilitate our use case
illustration but otherwise discuss a global infrastructure. In
our example, a bridge connecting two city parts is equipped
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Fig. 1. Example scenario of separated Networks of Things (NoT) that could
be combined to achieve higher context information in the presented scenario.
Typically, each NoT constitutes a closed loop of information flow, prohibiting
the exchange of information between NoTs or the combination of separated
information sources outside of each loop, i.e., the creation of higher context
loops.

with pressure sensors in the car lanes to measure the structural
integrity and stress. The street leading from the bridge to one
of the city parts is monitored by noise sensors to judge the
stress level imposed on citizens, while the other part of the
city employs air quality and temperature sensors to measure
pollution.
For the sake of a general "big picture" discussion, we
thereby make a number of abstractions and assumptions:
- Internal network technology We assume every single NoT
to function using its own communication infrastructure.
Things may thereby communicate wirelessly or be connected
via some cable-bound network, using a standardized protocol
or adaption layer, such as 6LowPAN [13], [14], a custom
(sensor) network protocol, such as the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [15], or a proprietary protocol. We furthermore
abstract from the number of gateway devices or sinks but
assume that information provided by each things is reachable
over the Internet, e.g., via the gateway device.
- Network use case We assume each network to be installed
for one or more dedicated use cases, e.g., air pollution and
noise monitoring, as mandated by the operator. However,
we abstract from this specific use case and only regard and
value the created information with regard to their semantic
and context.
- Internet routing protocol We regard the Internet as a
general routing substrate that allows communication between
NoTs and arbitrary users but do not regard the specific
routing or addressing mechanism, i.e., IPv4 or IPv6. Given
the high degree of standardization, we assume gateway devices to provide protocol translation and proxy functionality
between the existing routing variants.
Furthermore, we expect users searching for data and information to only know and subsequently specify what they
search for, but not necessarily where or how they expect it
to be provided. This assumption reflects on two prevalent
observations from the current way of discovering and using
information in Internet-based systems. First, analogous to the
use of search engines in the Internet, memorization of exact
location and addresses of sources is hard for human users. Second, the internals of providing an information, i.e., the exact
logic, structure, sequence, and dependencies of processing and
aggregating data sources, is irrelevant for users, which mainly
care about information quality. From this arise both potentially
fuzzy specifications of information queries, e.g., "traffic jam in
<city_name>", as well as the possibility to gather results over
multiple venues and processes.

III.

I NFRASTRUCTURE R EQUIREMENTS AND D ESIGN
T RAITS

We argue that a suitable infrastructure needs to support
three distinct functionalities: Provision of information needs
to keep the single network operation and control over the
information untouched to foster adoption and preserve the
integrity of the respective network use cases. Furthermore,
provision needs to reflect the information context to allow
distinguishing multiple sources with varying degrees of separation. Retrieval of information then bases on the ability to
match provided information context to the query specification
as given by the user. Lastly, to alleviate the limited information
content and specific use case of single sources, aggregation
and combination of sources, i.e., the provided information,
inside the infrastructure enables the creation of volatile or
persistent higher context information.
However, we first address the question of how to address
and model information (sources) in the envisioned scenario
and infrastructure.
A. Information Modeling
Given the expected proliferation, number, diversity, and
flexibility of networked things as information sources, describing or specifying information in such an infrastructure closely
resembles the task of context modeling, as originally considered in ubiquitous computing and communication [16].In
this, context comprises all relevant parameters describing an
entity, in our case an information element, such as location,
time, provider, etc. that are of relevance in providing and
retrieving information. While concerned with context modeling
in mobile, location- and time-dependent ubiquitous computing systems, uniformly representing context and specifying
an associated query language are highly desirable properties
in a more distributed, abstract infrastructure as required for
information handling in the Internet of Things.
In [16] the respective authors evaluate existing modeling
approaches with regard to different aspects required to support
context modeling in ubiquitous computing. We argue that
the regarded aspects2 directly map to the requirements we
identified for a suitable infrastructure in a versatile, public IoT
infrastructure. Specifically, support for possible incompleteness
and ambiguity as well as varying richness and quality of
information provided by information sources (or NoTs) in
context modeling approaches already accounts for the diversity
of devices in information provision. Similar, building on adjustable formality in the representation, well-defined interfaces
simplifies parsing of human-readable and potentially fuzzy retrieval queries. Subsequently, partial validation of queries and
results against a given or expected context allow incomplete
results as well as deriving a measure of result quality. Last,
support by the modeling approach to incorporate distributed
composition of information directly implements the envisioned
possibility to aggregate and combine information sources.
In their evaluation [16] the authors identify object oriented
and ontology based modeling approaches as the most suitable
approaches to model, compare, and validate heterogeneous
contexts3 . Object oriented approaches follow the design traits
2 Aspect/requirement
3 In

terminology as in [16].
a more recent survey paper [17], the authors derive similar conclusions.

of object oriented programming and relational databases and
are therefore suited to encapsulate context information and
structure access to content. Ontology based approaches provide equivalent modeling capabilities, as the instruments of
concepts and facts in ontologies can be mapped to classes
and instances. However, due to more fine-grained modeling
of relations between concepts, ontology based approaches
provide better support for reasoning on the exchangeability
or similarity of contexts. Following this evaluation, we will
discuss the applicability of these two general approaches with
regard to provision, retrieval, and aggregation of information
sources in the respective following sections.
B. Provision
In providing information sources to a public infrastructure,
we expect the first priority of operators of NoTs to be the
preservation of i) the security and integrity of the actual
network and its resources, ii) the implementation of the original network use case, and iii) control over the respective
information as well as external factors, e.g., network traffic.
Coupled with the inherent resource constraints of smart things,
this implies that the provision of information sources occurs
on an Internet-bound host inside the operator’s domain that
is not part or crucial to the operation of the respective NoT.
In current NoT designs, the gateway device offers a natural
fit, albeit depending on the available resources in terms of
processing and storage. Already connected to the NoT for
protocol translation and, more importantly, managing and
forwarding of sensed or actuated data, events, and notifications,
processing the respective contained information for provision
is a feasible task. In this, the transition from data sources in a
closed network to information sources in a public infrastructure
(figuratively) opens the loops of information flows.
Providing information sources in a way that allows for a
comprehensive description of the parameters of an information sources again highlights the connection to the task of
context modeling. This is because an information source that,
for example, provides a temperature measurement loses its
meaning unless augmented with context information, such as
the location in GPS coordinates and time of the measurement.
With regard to the proposed context modeling techniques [16],
we argue that an object oriented representation of information
is best suited for the task of provision.
A gateway device would thus gather data from things in
the respective NoT, performing in this its unmodified current
functionality. In addition to the respective use case, however,
it would encapsulate the gathered data in information objects
that carry the data and the associated context. Then, given a
specific user request, this context information, e.g., "time =
xx:yy" and "location = aa.bb cc.dd", can be compared to the
request specification using well-defined object interfaces.
C. Retrieval
We regard the efficient search for relevant information
sources as the main challenge in providing the envisioned
infrastructure. While information objects allow an efficient
comparison with the parameters set in the search request,
the sheer number of envisioned information sources renders
a brute-force iteration over all objects infeasible. For example,

a user constructing a temperature heat map of a given city
would specify his request for temperature values along with
area boundaries defined by GPS coordinates and a reference
time frame. Processing of this request then requires finding
the information objects that match the specified parameters
of type, location, and time. In the following, we sketch a
small number of possibilities to enable retrieval for information
objects and identify associated problems.
A central entity, such as Google in the current Internet,
that indexes retrievable information objects and processes user
requests thereby is both the simplest and most expensive
solution. While being able to provide a simple interface for
retrieval as well as a single point of contact, this requires
exhaustive resources to index and manage the envisioned
number of devices and thereby transitively information objects.
In addition, comprehensively disclosing information sources to
a single entity entails the traditional risks of misuse, unlawful
disclosure to others, and malicious data gathering.
Direct, human-readable addressing of resources, i.e., in this
case information objects, has been proposed and realized in
RESTful deployments [18], [19]. A careful combination of
context parameters in URIs could thereby reflect the context
diversity and depth of information objects, given a host URI
that is known in advance or retrievable via a separate look-up
structure. While rather static in terms of retrieval, the large
body of existing RESTful functionality promises applicability
and integration.
Catering to the emphasis on information rather than
endpoint-based communication, data-oriented [20] and
content-centric [21] networking offer direct addressing of
information objects. Similar to RESTful approaches, derivable
host URIs in content-centric networking [21], i.e., globally
routable names, that allow a look-up of the providing device,
e.g., via DNS, are required on top of a base routing layer such
as IP. In contrast, data-oriented networking [20] alleviates
the difficulties of host look-ups by using a route-by-name
paradigm to find the relevant (and closest) registered copies
of a requested item, denoted by the managing principal and a
label describing the item. As the authors state, realization of
the required resolution handlers that resolve such requests is
possible in multiple ways, e.g., in a hierarchy similar to the
current DNS system or distributed in a peer-to-peer fashion.
In this, the inherent inclusion of locality in the retrieval of
information objects as well as a publish-subscribe design
promises a good match of the requirements we identified.
When requesting information objects, specifying their labels
but leaving the principal as a wildcard would allow a semantic
search within specified parameters such as location and time.
Still, realization of the data-oriented (routing) architecture
as well as resolution handlers requires, at least in parts, a "forklift upgrade" of the current Internet and routing structure [22],
which has been proven to be the prohibitive point of such
clean-slate approaches. In addition, designed for single pieces
of content, no inherent support for the combination or aggregation of information objects exists inside the architecture. In
Section IV, we sketch the proposal of a suitable approach.

D. Aggregation and Combination
Given the ability to provide (publish) an information source
and to query it publicly, an interesting question is whether
information retrieval needs to be limited to the original context
of strictly specified sources, with derivation of higher contexts
happening at end hosts. This question is motivated by three
main aspects. First, the information information typically is
static and volatile, i.e., a temperature or pressure sensor
periodically provide a single, new measurement value, just as a
camera provides a (still) picture. As such, information objects
can not (and should not, given the need for integrity protection)
represent the specific higher context of user interests, such as
a temperature gradient over a given timespan. Second, end
hosts deriving higher contexts, using local resources, have
no means of publishing these contexts, i.e., the means of
deriving them, to the public for others to benefit from, similar
to closed information loops in NoTs. As an example, the
combination of multiple information sources to derive the
temperature heat map of a city or the detection of traffic jams,
as established by a user, may directly benefit other users. Third,
information sources may provide redundant information. This
allows substitution of sources in case a specified source fails or
context may be derived more efficiently or suitably via another
set of sources, e.g., replacing camera stills to judge a bridge’s
traffic amount by a combination of pressure sensors.
This motivates the idea of virtual sources, information
objects that build on a number ≥ 1 of information objects
with a physical representation, by incorporating their information according to a specified functionality. The incorporated
information objects may thereby contain diverse information
and be provided by different entities. Similar, the functionality
may be a near arbitrary piece of processing logic, with likely
candidates being aggregation and filter functions to capture
(relevant) values from (multiple) sources. Each "higher context" virtual source then exists in the infrastructure in the same
way a "single context" source does, i.e., providing information
along with a set of parameters describing its semantic context.
This then allows the combination of virtual sources in other
virtual sources in hierarchies.
Especially, higher context in virtual sources could allow the
processing of fuzzy user requests, such as the aforementioned
general request "Is there a traffic jam in <city_name>?". This
is because multiple, diverse methods of providing information
towards this request exist, from traffic camera pictures during
the day and pressure sensors at night to a combination of air
quality and noise information. To this end, multiple virtual
sources could exist that serve a common purpose, achieving
redundancy and quick failure recovery.
Such processing and management of higher layer context in
virtual sources, instead of static, singular information objects,
motivates contextual reasoning and consistency checking on
the modeled context and information [16]. With regard to
the possible modeling approaches, both object-oriented and
ontology-based models provide such capabilities. In objectoriented approaches, inheritance relation between classes of
information objects allow reasoning about the relation between
actual, available instances as well as their consistency. Similar,
the interrelation of concepts allows reasoning about facts in
ontology-based approaches, which in addition may inherit the

information ID content_type:value · · · content_type:value
(a) Generic structure.

h(temperature)

location:gps_co1 time:2013-03-30 12:00

(b) Example request for temperature information from location
<gps_coordinate1 > at time timestamp1 .
Fig. 2. Proposed identifier layout in generic form and with example values.
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(a) Provision and retrieval of single information sources.
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inference capabilities of the ontology’s underlying description
language.
IV.

I3

– A S UITABLE A PPROACH ?

In the previous sections, we identified the requirements and
shortcoming of existing approaches. In this section, we thus
propose to adapt the Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) [10]
as an approach that could provide the required characteristics
and serve as a viable basis for possible extensions. i3 provides
a look-up and rendezvous structure that enables publishing
abstract (identifier, host) tuples and subsequent communication by sending packets towards the respective identifier or
subscribing to it. This indirection mitigates the difficulty of
requiring a destination host look-up through the encoding of
request semantics in identifiers. In the following, we illustrate
how we envision i3 to enable the aforementioned functionalities and refer to the original paper [10] for a detailed design
description. Figure 4 illustrates the overall system layout, in the
course of this section, we detail the functionality we envision
for each component.
i3 supports provision of information objects through publishing the respective identifier, with the host entry pointing to
the IP of the providing device. In this, the objects and their
content remain on the providing devices, allowing it to retain
control over access to, updates of, and eventual removal of the
information itself. To derive an identifier, we propose to encode
the type of the information, i.e., the object class or concept,
into an information ID field, e.g., using a hash function, which
serves as the identifier. This information ID thereby represents
a categorization of the information object with scalable details,
e.g., "temperature" or "temperature <gps_coordinate>" (single
context) or "traffic" (aggregated context). Context parameters,
such as location or time, are then concatenated behind the
information ID in a generic (content_type:value) encoding,
where content type are again well defined classes, types, or
facts in the model. Figure 2 illustrates this structure4 while
Figure 3(a) illustrates the provision of multiple information
sources by a gateway.
To match a request to a provided object for retrieval, we
propose to follow the authors’ original proposal [10] of longest
prefix matching, while allowing fuzzy user requests through
wildcards. A user would thereby specify a request and derive
an information ID that all information objects need to match.
Given further context parameters in the request, e.g., a GPS
coordinate and a time, these can be compared against the
available objects’ context parameters. Figure 3(a) illustrates
4 The

original dimensioning of identifiers ≤ 256 bit would need to be
expanded to accommodate context parameters etc.
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(b) Provision and retrieval of an aggregated, higher context
information through a virtual source.
Fig. 3. Example interaction between a requesting user, information sources
inside a NoT, the providing gateway device (GW) and a virtual source (VS).
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Fig. 4. Example layout of using i3 as an indexing and storage approach.
Previously closed loops (NOTs) are able to semantically publish (and remove)
identifiers (idi ) that point to information sources without compromising the
original NOT use case or network integrity. Within the indexing structure,
single sources may be combined to higher-context virtual sources (VS). Users
are then able to query either single sources directly or query aggregated
information sources in a VS.

the case of an exact match with regard to the location,
while the time value is disregarded. Wildcards thereby cover
fuzzy or incomplete specifications in the request, we assume
information providers to set all available context parameters.
Since i3 envisions tuples with the same identifier, i.e., information ID in our case, to be stored at the same host, no
wide dissemination of the request is necessary, saving routing
effort. The best matching tuple is subsequently returned to
the requester, enabling him to retrieve the information object.
To enable parametrization and optimization of comparisons in
searches, context parameters may be augmented by priority and
exactness scores that specify to which extent each parameter
needs to be matched by an object, e.g., in case of a location
denoted by a GPS coordinate.
To aggregate and combine information objects in a virtual
source, we envision to use i3’s service composition and multicast functionality. Service composition allows to specify the

identifier of (multiple) services that need to be called before
the result is delivered. In our case, a user would request a
virtual source by its information ID, which in turn points to
the identifier(s) of (multiple) information objects that need to
be retrieved in order to process their information according
to the virtual source’s functionality. Figure 3(b) illustrates the
aggregation of temperature values from multiple sources in
a virtual source. Please note that i3, in its original design,
does not envisage the association of functionality with tuples,
i.e., virtual sources, and will need to be extended in this
regard. Furthermore, service composition is designed to occur
sequentially, requiring a virtual source to specify a chain of
objects and the transport of subsequent information. In order to
support service composition in parallel, we envision to extend
service composition by adapting i3’s multicast functionality to
allow parallel requests along the multicast tree.
Based on the information ID of a request, along with
context parameters and priority and exactness scores, reasoning about the similarity and relation of information objects
and virtual sources becomes possible. Requested objects and
sources may thus be exchanged in case of failure, given
an appropriate similarity, or combined with other sources to
achieve adequate similarity.
V.

I MPLEMENTATION I SSUES
OR

I S T HERE A B USINESS M ODEL ?
The discussed infrastructure would, next to providing the
basic indirection infrastructure proposed by i3 [10], allow for
the creation, processing, and management of virtual sources
of varying complexity. Similar to content delivery networks
(CDNs), this raises questions about the cost, performance,
availability, and reliability of such an infrastructure. In this
section, we thus briefly compare the two apparent venues of
implementing the envisioned infrastructure, namely centralized
or distributed.
In their original design and evaluation, the authors of i3
assumed a distributed hash table (DHT), namely Chord [23],
as the substrate "below" i3. The DHT thereby is responsible
for managing the distribution of identifiers, and thus storage
of tuples, among the nodes in the DHT as well as performing
routing in the identifier name space. To construction and
maintain the DHT, all providing devices, i.e., the gateway
devices, would manage a share of the name space as well as the
associated tuples. Cooperative operation of the infrastructure
would distributes the costs and effort among all participants,
while redundancy mechanisms in the underlying DHT, e.g., as
outlined in [23], would afford a measure of redundancy and
thereby reliability and availability. However, given the heterogeneous resources of providing devices as well as their primary
use case in the original network, partially poor performance
and node churn as well as high latencies have to be expected.
In contrast to a distributed operation, a centralized provider
could follow a business model similar to the Apple App Store
and Google Play. For example, the provider could manage
the indirection infrastructure in a CDN-like network free
of charge and offer commercial services for the creation,
persistent storage, distribution, and advertisement of virtual
sources, similar to current smartphone or desktop applications.

The resource requirements of storage and processing could
thus be met while guaranteeing high availability, reliability,
and performance. Processing user requests in a centralized
infrastructure could furthermore, through (machine) learning
approaches and quality monitoring, enable a better processing
of fuzzy user requests.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK

In this paper, we raised the discussion of networking single
deployments in the ascending Internet of Things. As our main
focus, we identified the benefits and challenges in providing
and controlling information generated by arbitrary smart things
to a public IoT outside of the closed loop of current network
designs. In this, our proposal for a public provision, retrieval,
and processing infrastructure revolves around i) modeling the
respective information on a global scale of billions of information sources, emphasizing the respective information context,
ii) finding and retrieving information given a user request,
with regard to the advantages and shortcomings of existing
approaches, and iii) processing singular information sources
to derive higher context for public reuse and improvement.
We argue that the Internet Indirection Infrastructure meets
the identified requirements and proposed functional extensions
to support processing of (combined) information sources.
Assessing both a distributed and a centralized implementation
of the envisioned infrastructure, we highlighted the respective
possibilities and advantages. We plan to specify our design and
realize the described infrastructure in a local, distributed, and
cloud-based implementation to assess both the feasibility and
performance of our approach. In this, we are eager to incorporate feedback, suggestions, and hints arising from the reviews
and possible discussions at the workshop, as we still are in the
early stages of our design. Incorporating heterogeneous smart
things, ranging from sensor nodes to smartphones, will thereby
require a comprehensive design that accounts for the diversity
of today’s information sources.
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